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0. INTRODUCTION 
An element of the group ring RCA], of some finite abelian group A of 
odd order over a commutative ring R, will be called symmetric, if it is left 
fixed by the involution on RCA] induced by u + u-l (SEA). One of the 
basic facts about units in Z[A] is that U,Z[A] =AU,Z[A] and U,Z[A] 
is torsion-free (cf. [2, Lemma 2.6]), where generally U, denotes the units of 
augmentation one, and 17, the subgroup of symmetric elements therein. 
In this note, we investigate the images of three natural maps for abelian 
p-groups, A (p odd): 
(1) U,Z[Al -+ U,Z,[A], where Z, denotes p-adic integers, 
(2) n, U, ZCC] --t U, .??[A], where C runs over cyclic subgroups, 
and IT is direct, 
(3) U,Z[Ai] -+ U,Z[A,], where A, + A, is surjective. 
We shall make heavy use of the main result of [S], which we restate 
below as Lemma 0. It studies the p-adic counterparts to (2) and (3), 
restricted to the group U;Z,[A] of those units whose Galois norm is 1 in 
each Wedderburn component. (Note that the scarcity of rational units 
makes U,Z[A] = u*~CAI.) 
LEMMA 0. (a) n, UiZ,,[C] -+ UiZ,[A] is surjecth~e. 
(b) [f A, + A, is surjectiue, so is L$Z,[A,] -+ UiZ,[A,]. 
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The globalization of these statements does not have much hope unless p 
is a regular prime, which means that p does not divide the class number of 
the pth roots of unity, so our Theorems 1, 2, and 3 depend on that 
assumption. 
In Section 1, we study the analogue of ( 1) for cyclotomic fields. Section 2 
deals with (1) and (3) for cyclic p-groups, and Section 3 contains the 
theorems. 
1. CYCLOTOMIC FIELDS 
For an odd prime number p and an abelian group X (written 
additively), let R denote the group X/pX and 8 the Z,,-module X@ Z,, the 
tensor product being over Z. Our first task is to show that the inclusion 
Z --+ Z, induces an injection QZ[[]) --+ U(Z,[S]), if p is regular, and [ is a 
p”th root of 1. For m = 1, this is a special case of Kummer’s Lemma 
(cf. [ 1, V.6, Theorem 31). ’ The following two lemmas are variations on 
well-known themes: the first one is due to Iwasawa [6], the second 
sometimes appears in class field theoretic proofs of Kummer’s Lemma 
(cf. [S, pp. 80-811). 
For brevity we shall use the word p-extension to mean a finite Galois 
field-extension K/k of p-power degree, and call a number field K p-ample, if 
it has an unramilied p-extension. By class field theory, which we wish to 
avoid, this is equivalent to saying that p divides the class number of K; we 
shall ignore this connection, in order to situate our arguments in as 
elementary a context as possible. 
LEMMA 1. Let K/k be an ahelian p-extension qf number fields. Suppose 
that a single prime divisor 11 of k ramifies in K, and is total1.v ramified. Then, 
K is p-ample if and only if k is. 
Proof: Let L/K be an unramilied Galois extension of degree p. Its 
Galois closure A4 over k is a p-extension unramified over K. Since G = 
Gal(M/k) is a p-group and G,=Gal(M/K) is normal in G, G, has a sub- 
group H of index p which is normal in G and such that G/H is still abelian. 
The fixed field E of His an abelian p-extension of k. Therefore, the prime 
divisors of u in E all have the ame inertia group T in Gal(E/k). If M’ is the 
prime under v in k, its ramification index in E is [K:k), because E/K is 
unramilied. Hence 1 TI = [K:k] and [F:k] = p, if F is the fixed field of T. 
F/k is unramilied, because no prime other than w  ramifies in E/k. The 
converse is obvious. 
’ Kummer’s Lemma says that the composite tiZ[[] + OZ,,[[] - F,,[<] ’ is injective, where 
F,,[l] denotes the artinian ring Z[[]/pZ[l] = F,[x]/( 1 +x + . + .YP- I ). 
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LEMMA 2. Let K be a number field containing the pth roots of unity and 
such that K, = Q, OQ K is a field. Consider the inclusion U, -+ U, of units 
(in the respective rings of integers). 
(a) If 0, + UK, is not injective then K is p-ample. 
(b) Conversely, if p is prime to the class number of K and a, -+ 0, is 
injectioe, K is not p-ample. 
Proof. (a) Let CE U,\U{. become a pth power in V,. Then f(x) = 
.yp - E splits into p factors in K,,, and the prime divisor of p in K splits com- 
pletely in E = K(n), where qp = E. The different of E/K divides pnp-‘, hence 
no other finite prime of K can be ramified in E. The infinite primes are 
already complex. Hence E/K is an unramified p-extension. 
(b) Let E/K be an unramified Galois extension of degree p. By Kum- 
mer Theory, E = K[6], where 8” = t E K. For every discrete valuation vE of 
E we have vE(t) = vK( t) = puE(0); i.e., vK( t) is always divisible by p, and the 
principal divisor (t) is a pth power. Since p does not divide the class num- 
ber, this means that (t) is a pth power of a principal divisor (s), i.e., t = c.sp, 
with EE U,\U;. Now E = K[n], where up= E. The prime divisor above p 
in K cannot remain inert in E, since xp - E would generate a purely 
inseparable extension on the residue class field. Hence it splits in E, i.e., 
.yyp - I: splits in K,, and E becomes a pth power there; 0, -+ 0, is not 
injective. 
Remark. Part (b) replaces a reference to the Hilbert class field. which 
would render it utterly trivial. 
PROPOSITION 1. Zf [ denotes a p”th root of 1, V(Z[[]) --f &Z,[[]) is 
injective, provided that p is regular. 
Proof. If not, a[[] would be p-ample by Lemma 2(a). Then, by 
Lemma 1, so would be the field of pth roots of unity. By Lemma 2(b), this 
would contradict Kummer’s Lemma. 
We now shift to the subfields Q[[], and CP,[r], left fixed by the 
automorphism [ -+ < -‘. Their units will be denoted by subscript asterisks. If 
n = [Q[[],: 01, Dirichlet’s Unit Theorem implies that U,(Z[[]) is a free 
Z-module of rank n - 1. By an analogous local result (cf. [3, 11.15.5]), 
U,(Z,[c]) is a free Z,-module of rank n. The inclusion U,(Z[S])- 
U,(Z,[[]) takes U,(Z[[]) into the group U!+(Z,[T]) of units of Galois- 
norm 1. We claim that the image is dense. 
PROPOSITION 2. If p is regular, the map A: ir,(Z[[]) + U;(Z,[[]) is an 
isomorphism. 
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Proof By Proposition 1, U,(Z,[[]) + Di(Z,[<]) is injective and 
hence an isomorphism, since both are vector spaces of dimension n - 1 
over F,, the field of p elements. Nakayama’s Lemma now implies that /1 is 
surjective. Since we are dealing with free Z,-modules of equal rank, it is 
also injective. 
2. CYCLIC GROUPS 
Let C be a cyclic group of order p’” (m > 0), and consider the libre 
product 
U*~CCl - U*ZCTl 
n 1 1 0 
~*~cwpl- u, ~,CWpI 
in which [ is a p”th root of 1, C,, = {CE Cl cp = 1 }, n comes from the 
canonical map C + C/C,, and p means reduction modulo ipm-’ - 1. This is 
easily derived from the corresponding diagram for the respective rings, 
which is easily seen to be a libre product (cf. [ 7, Section 1 ] ). We record its 
properties in the exact sequence 
1 + u*zt-Cl-+ ~*wYcpl x U*~[il+ ~,qIclcpl~ 
in which the last arrow is the quotient of rc and p. Note that the last term is 
a finite p-group. In particular, it is a natural Z,-module, and the other 
terms can be tensored with Z, (being free over Z’) without changing the 
exactness. An entirely analogous libre product and sequence exists for 
V:, Zp[ - ] and can even be restricted to elements whose norm under G = 
Aut(C) is 1. 
Thus we obtain a map of exact sequences 
1- O*Z[C] - 6, ac/cp1 x 0, aTI - u, ~,CWpl 
1 
1 - u;z,[c] - u;~,CW/J x U:,‘qCil- u, ~,CC/CpI 
in which one of the components of the middle arrow is an isomorphism by 
Proposition 2, if p is regular. Induction yields our next result. 
LEMMA 3. rf C is a cyclic p-group for regular p, 0, Z[ C] --, U; Z,[ C] 
is an isomorphism. 
Together with Lemma O(b), this yields another proof of Theorem 1.3 in 
c71. 
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COROLLARY. If p is regular, a surjection C, + C, of‘ cyclic p-groups 
induces a surjection U,Z[C,] + U,Z[C,]. 
Proof. By induction it suffices to show this for C --f C/C,. The cokernel 
of x: U,Z[C] + U,Z[C/C,] is a subgroup of U,IF,[C/C,], a finite 
p-group. If rr were not surjective, neither would ti be. By Lemma 3 this 
would contradict Lemma O(b). 
5. ABELIAN GROUPS 
Now let A be a finite p-group, and consider the commutative square 
n cowl - ~*~CCl 
Here C runs over all cyclic subgroups of A, and U; denotes units of 
G-norm 1, where G = (Z/p”Z) X for m large enough to make A pm = { 1). 
Since U, Z,[ - ] has no ZIP-torsion (cf., for instance, [S] or [3, 11.1551) it 
does not matter if m is taken too large. The bottom arrow is surjective by 
Lemma 0. 
THEOREM 1. If p is regular, 0, Z [ A] -+ Ui BP [ A] is an isomorphism. 
Proof. The surjectivity is immediately obvious from Lemmas 0 and 3, 
and the commutative square above. The injectivity is again due to equality 
of ranks, which can be seen as follows. 
The Wedderburn decompositions of Q[A]and Qp[A] are completely 
parallel, involving cyclotomic fields Q[[,] and Q,[[,] corresponding to 
rational characters cp of A. The ranks of U,Z[A] and U,Z,[A] are equal 
to those of the units in the maximal orders of Q[A] * and Q,[A] *, respec- 
tively. For each non-trivial rp, U,Z[(,] has rank one less than U,Z,[[,], 
i.e., equal to that of U:,Z,[[,], the kernel of the Galois norm. In the 
composite inclusion 
the two end-terms have therefore equal rank. 
THEOREM 2. If p is regular, the cokernel of n, U, Z [C] + U, Z [A], 
as C runs over all cyclic subgroups of A, has no p-primary component. 
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Proqf: Such a component would survive the tensoring with Z, and 
therefore show up in the 6’,-context, which is impossible by Lemas 0 and 
3, again because of our commutative square. 
We can now globalize Lemma O(b). For its proof we need to consider 
the group U’(A) consisting of certain units in the maximal order of QA, 
namely those which are z 1 modulo the ideal generated by the augmen- 
tation ideal ALA. 
THEOREM 3. Let xA, -H A2 be a surjection of’ abeliatl p-groups fi)r 
regular p. Then the induced map U, Z[A,] + lJ* Z[Az] is surjectirle. 
Pro@: Let U,(A) be the unit-group of the maximal order of Q[A]. It 
is not hard to see that U, Z[,4] has p-power index in U,(A) (cf. Lemma 4 
below). Consider the commutative square 
U,nCAJ - u:V,) 
The horizontal arrows are inclusions of the p-power index. The right 
vertical map is a surjection. Indeed, the characters of A2 form (via 7r) a 
subgroup of those of A,, and the map in question is just the projection (in 
the Wedderburn decomposition) onto those components. It follows that 
U,Z[A,] has p-power index in U,Z[A,], and if that were non-trivial, 
then so would be the cokernel of o,.Z[A,] -+ &Z[A2]. By Theorem 1 
and Lemma O(b), this cannot happen in p is regular. 
To complete the argument we still have to establish the following general 
lemma. 
LEMMA 4. rf p is any prime and A is a finite ahelian p-group, U, .Z[A] 
has p-power index in U’(A). 
Proqf: We have the containments 
U,ZCAl- u, &CA 1 -n U’qKJ 
VJ 
in the notation of Theorem 1. Let u E U’(A) in the maximal order of Q[A]. 
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Then, since nV U, Z,[<,] is a Z,-module (cf. [3, II.15.5]), uPm E Z,[A] for 
some m. Moreover, (A 1 upm E Z [A] as the maximal order of Q [A] equals 
C, e,Z[A], ei=e, and eV have IAJ as denominator. Hence u~~EZ.[A], 
proving the lemma. 
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